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Objectives and Scope

1) Interface of transport safety and transport security
2) Model workshop
3) Interface guidance

Scope: Category 3, 4, and 5 radioactive sources and low-activity radioactive materials (including nuclear materials)
Major Results: Handbook

- Based on all relevant IAEA publications

- Structure:
  - Introduction
  - Section 2 Potential Malicious Acts
  - Section 3 Example Transport Plan
  - Section 4 How shippers can address country-specific transport safety/security requirements
  - Section 5 Outlines the issues an operator may face when undertaking international shipments

- Appendix I: Table of Safety/Security interfaces
Major Results: Workshop

- Global fact-finding workshop
- Workshop
  - Day 1 – Transport Security
  - Day 2 – Transport Safety
  - Day 3 & 4 – Interfaces w/ practical activity on Day 4
  - Day 5 – Transport Safety and Security Culture
Handbook: Key Considerations

• Prudent Management Practices taking into account threat

• Emphasize:
  – Safety: relatively stable, well prescribed
  – Security: changes with time, location, and threat, limited recognition of borders, prescribed on limited basis

• Caution with integrating or interface handbook with safety regulations
Thank you!